ADVANCED GOOGLE
ANALYTICS AUDIT

About this document
Initially a Google Analytics checklist, this extended
document walks you through a deep-dive of your Google
Analytics setup
We’ve added commentary for each of the aspects you should consider when reviewing your own Google
Analytics configurations, and we’ve made suggestions where appropriate, too.
Good data enables you to make decisions about which marketing channels are working for you, and where to
invest budget, so it’s essential that your marketing data is complete and accurate.
By improving the implementation of your analytics package, you will improve the level and accuracy of your
data for which you can use for future marketing decisions and investments.

Implementation Support
Whilst the document covers most of our checklist for a full Google Analytics audit which we carry out for our
clients, it may not take into account the specific configurations you already have in place. In some cases, it’s
best to seek professional help, and it’s in these sections we recommend reaching out to Impression or your
preferred Analytics provider to get the support you need. We’d be happy to help you.

About Impression
Impression is an award-winning UK-based digital advertising agency, working across both paid and organic
media. Since being founded in 2012 we’ve grown a passionate team of 50 digital marketing professionals.
We deal in high performance, high return digital advertising campaigns for clients across the UK, Europe and
beyond. We’re proud of the work we do for our clients and the measurable impact it has on their businesses.
Our core service offerings are SEO, Paid Media, Digital PR and of course, Analytics. We’re partnered with
Google, Microsoft and Facebook on their advertising programmes.
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General configuration
After understanding your tracking needs, these toplevel checks will look for any fundamental errors in
your tracking implementation.
Which platform tags are
required?

Which tags are already
implemented?

Based on the activity you’re planning on
undertaking, which tagging do you require? We
always recommend Google Analytics, but you may
also consider including social media tracking pixels if
you’re interested in advertising on these platforms,
or gleaning audience information from them.

Are any of the existing tags using outdated
code snippets? This might include the old Google
Analytics Urchin tracker or ga.js code libraries, for
example.

When it comes to Google Analytics, consider
whether you are able to implement directly on the
website, or whether you need to utilise a container
like the gtag script, or Google Tag Manager. Both
containers do similar basic things, but Google Tag
Manager provides a full user interface and allows for
more complex tag management.

Which social media tracking tags are already
implemented? Are these hard-coded into the
website code or are they managed in a tag
container?
What action or event triggers do you have coded
into the website, either as hard-coded snippets or
via an existing Data Layer? Ensure you can identify
pageview tags in addition to event tags, where
these are present.

If you think you’re going to be fairly hands on with a
custom implementation, then choose Tag Manager
over the GTAG solution.
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Does your existing
implementation have any
delays or errors?
Incorrect tag code placement, incorrect code or
event triggers, or a sub-optimal JavaScript website
implementation can all lead to incorrect reporting of
hits in your web analytics platform.
Even loading in tracking frameworks too late in
your code, or after artificial delays can affect the
reliability of the output data. Check in the Google
Chrome plugin “Google Tag Assistant” for these
warnings for Google Analytics, and the pixel helper
plugins for each respective social network.
Advanced users can use the browser network tag to
watch for the pixel requests being sent to advertising
measurement servers.

A review of any JavaScript console errors
We frequently see a number of JavaScript console errors when we begin new website audits. As all modern
tracking code operates via JavaScript it’s important to check the console for related errors. Any site errors
may need further investigation, but specifically look for those triggered by your expected Analytics packages.
Typical JavaScript errors can relate to the incorrect inclusion of tracking code on your site. Sometimes your
events can be triggered prior to the main code library being loaded in; these events will error in the JavaScript
console on your website and are unlikely to register in your analytics platform correctly, or at all.
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Google Analytics & Google
Tag Manager implementation
With several versions of Google Analytics and different
ways to implement, our checklist below helps us
understand how you are collecting data and identify
areas which are outdated and missing out on useful
insights.
Which tracking version
is used? ga.js, analytics.
js, gtag.js or Google Tag
Manager?
There are a few versions of Google Analytics
tracking code available, it’s important to ensure you
are using the version right for you. Let’s look at the
differences!
ga.js - Released around 2009, this is now considered
legacy code so there shouldn’t be a reason to still
be using this. It also has the smallest feature set
so you will be unable to utilise features such as
enhanced ecommerce.
analytics.js - Released in 2013, this version has
all the latest features available. It is actively
maintained and will be for the foreseeable future.
This is technically the latest version of Google
Analytics tracking code but may not be the best
version for you to be using.
gtag.js - Released in 2017, gtag is slightly different
in the sense that it doesn’t superseded analytics.
js, it’s actually a wrapper library that contains
analytics.js. The main benefit of gtag is that it
integrates with a number of other Google services
minimising the need for extra code. If you don’t use
any other Google services on your website, you can
stick with analytics.js as it is much lighter to load.
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Google Tag Manager - Is again, slightly different in
the sense it doesn’t change the features you can
use within Google Analytics, it instead allows you to
use a single piece of code, to manage your entire
tracking library (Google or not) using a graphical
user interface. Much like gtag, this makes it easier
to integrate your website with a number of other
services, but this time you don’t have to edit code
directly on your website. If you are using multiple
marketing channels and require tracking code from
a range of different services and tools, this is the
recommended platform to use.

Is the tracking code used
consistently across all
pages?
It’s important to ensure that whichever tracking
implementation you use is implemented consistently
across your website, all all pages.
If some pages have missing pageview tracking, this
will affect Google Analytics in a number of negative
ways, with the most noticeable outcome being a
high number of sessions per user, and potentially
some self-referrals too.
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Are you using a “standard”
implementation based on
Google’s guidelines?
When implementing any type of tracking code,
there will be instructions on where and how to add
the code to your website. Usually this consists of
adding the main JavaScript snippet as high in the
opening <head> tag as possible and also a second
piece of code just after the opening <body> tag.
This implementation ensures the tag fires as soon
as physically possible to avoid missing page views.
If your website is a JavaScript Single Page
Application (SPA) or you self host the Analytics
code, you may see warnings or errors when using
the Google Chrome helper plugins, but so long as
the implementation is full and complete, your data
will be tracking correctly. It’s best to check this
with your developers or to reach out to an Analytics
specialist in these situations.

Which advanced Google
Analytics plugins are used?

Is Google Search Console
linked?
Linking Google Search Console allows you to pull
in organic search performance data directly into
Google Analytics. This gives you access to various
reports and insights inside your Google Analytics
view under “Acquisition > Search Console” related
to search behaviour you would otherwise not have.
This includes user information such as device and
country, and behavioural information such as
landing page and search query.

Is Google Ads linked?
Linking Google Ads to Google Analytics allows you to
analyse customer behaviour after each prospective
customer has clicked an ad. Although Google
Ads information will remain visible in Google Ads
regardless, through linking the two you will enrich
your Google Analytics data significantly, allowing
you to pair up Ads traffic with behavioural and user
reports, and begin to look into advanced features
too like conversion paths and channel groupings.

Google Analytics comes with a variety of advanced
features that are often not utilised.
A key example of this is enhanced ecommerce
which tracks various product performance markers
such as add to basket, remove from basket etc. You
can also make use of checkout funnel reports which
will give you insight into the checkout step at which
customers are abandoning your checkout.
Other examples of built-in Google Analytics plugins
include cross-domain measurement (the “linker”
plugin) and the “Advertising Features” options.
Selecting these options in Tag Manager can
automatically ensure your tracking code is bundled
with this additional functionality, but if you use a
code implementation on your website you would
need additional code to enable these additional
plugins.
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Google Analytics
view hierarchy
Having a correct setup of backup and unfiltered views is
important for analysis and error debugging. Beyond this,
it’s also important to think about the granularity of dayto-day working vs reporting over a longer period.
Should you have separate properties for high volume
websites, or would filtering these into different
views be more appropriate?

Is there a “raw” analytics
data view present?
A raw data view essentially means a view that has
no filters applied, so that activity from all users
internal and external are tracked. This helps with
debugging issues as you can see your own activity
without polluting a data view used for marketing
insights.
This raw data view would be in addition to your main
filtered reporting view(s).

Is there an appropriate view
and property hierarchy?
Google Analytics has three levels of hierarchy:
Account > Property > View. These should be utilised
based on your company’s specific needs, however,
they are generally used in the following way:
1.
2.

3.

Account: Company Name
Property: Per website / domain
a.
Exceptions of this rule could be a
separate blog website such as blog.
example.com. It is quite common
for this to be tracked in the same
property.
View: Filtered datasets based on reporting
requirements.
a.
We recommend a filtered view and
unfiltered raw view as a minimum.
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Is there a rollup account if
appropriate?
Roll-up properties are used in specific scenarios
where an aggregation of various properties is
required. An example of this may be a website with
various versions for different territories. If these
warrant their own property it is recommended to
also use a roll up property. Page views will need
to be sent to the two different properties via Tag
Manager or by adding the snippets to your website
to achieve this.
Simpler roll-up reporting is also a specific Google
Analytics 360 feature, if you have access.

Are all relevant sites being
tracked into the correct
properties?
Certain areas of websites can often be untracked
in Google Analytics, this could be a recruitment
portal or blog for example that uses a different
code base from your main website. This can often
be overlooked and simply require the addition of
tracking code to an external platform.
Where these exist on entirely separate domains, you
may choose to track and report on this traffic at
a separate property level. In this case, ensure that
you utilise the linker plugin and exclude referrals, as
appropriate based on your reporting needs.
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Google Analytics view
and filter settings
There are a number of basic View configurations that
should be configured on your main reporting views that
often aren’t set correctly.
View-level filters are also incredibly important, for
data consistency and for removing traffic that will
be over-inflating your statistics.

Are bot visits filtered and
removed?
This is a setting you can select at view level that
automatically blocks known bot traffic that could
otherwise skew your data. It is recommended that
this is enabled.

If you send more than 200,000 hits per day total
then you will experience reporting latency of
between 24 to 48 hours. If you send more than
10 Million monthly hits to a standard account you
should be aware you are also in violation of the
terms of service and therefore may lose account
access. You can view how many hits you have had
in the last 30 days by navigating to your property
settings (Fig 3).

Is the view using the correct
time zone and currency
settings?
These settings are self explanatory but a basic
setting that can often be overlooked.

If the website is receiving
high volumes of traffic, is
the data being sampled?
A little known fact is that standard, free, Google
Analytics accounts come with per-session and permonth hit limits. At the time of writing, these are:
500 hits per session and 10 million hits per month.
Hits refer to the total of all types; pageviews,
events, ecommerce and social interactions -- and
includes hits which you filter out in reporting views,
too. Google Analytics 360 also has a hit limit,
however this is a much more unachievable 2 Billion
hits per month.
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If you are close to the hit limit then there are a
number of avenues to explore before upgrading to
Google Analytics 360. Things to consider include
which can all considerably decrease hit counts:
•

Enhanced ecommerce: consider sending
ecommerce object data alongside pageview
data, rather than in addition to pageview data

•

Unnecessary events: Ensure you have strict
criteria on all event tracking, especially click
event tracking if you have implemented this via
a Tag Manager container. Limit event tracking
to necessary reporting requirements.

•

Shard your properties: Ensure non-essential, QA
and test environments send hits to separate
properties, and audit the included properties to
check whether splitting properties is a viable
option.
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Is the default or homepage
path being set correctly?
This setting is to ensure your home page doesn’t
track in your reports as two different pages. For
example, ‘www.website.com/index.php’ is likely the
same page as ‘www.website.com’.

Is there appropriate domain
filtering in place for multi or
sub-domain setups?

Is the Google Analytics
profile making use of site
search tracking?
If you have a search function on your website, this
can be pulled into Google Analytics. This allows you
to get an understanding of how effective your site
search is and how certain search terms are driving
traffic through your website.

If you track subdomain traffic to the same analytics
property, you may need seperate views with filters
setting up so that this traffic can be analysed
independently.

Are campaign dimensions
and URLs using lowercase?
Google Analytics is case sensitive, this means the
same page will track as two unique pages if any
of the characters are changed to their uppercase
counterpart.
Usually, web servers automatically lowercase
URL requests but as an added failsafe, it is
recommended you utilise lowercase filters across
key reporting dimensions. This is also the case
for UTM parameters as this can affect channel
attribution -- consistency is key when it comes to
data loading as with all Google Analytics reporting,
data cannot be edited after the fact.

Are appropriate referral
exclusions setup, including
payment preferrals, spam
and self referrals?

Are IP addresses that need
to be filtered being utilised
correctly?
It’s important to filter out known users from
tracking inside your main GA view. This ensures
the data you see and the insights you generate
are based on real customers only. To stop internal
traffic from tracking inside your GA account, you
will need to add your office and VPN IP address and
any other known IPs as an exclusion filter.

When it comes to channel attribution, referrals
are when another website links back to yours. In
certain cases, there will be domains that need to be
excluded from appearing on this list. For example,
if you run an ecommerce website that sends
users away briefly to PayPal, the PayPal domain
would need to be added as a referral exclusion as
otherwise the traffic source/medium credit for
the transaction would be attributed towards the
referral rather than the original marketing channel.
Self-referral exclusions are also common where
subdomains or cross-domain tracking has not been
set up correctly.
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Google Analytics events
and goals
Beyond just configuring goals from existing events and
page views, it’s important to think about your untracked
conversions and micro-conversion within your user
journey.
Is there a suitable goal
strategy in place, including
for micro conversions?
Tracking your main conversion point, whether it’s a
contact form submission or signing up for a service
is the main purpose of goal tracking. However you
can also make further use of goal tracking to track
micro conversions (such as newsletter signups) or
find weaknesses within your conversion funnel using
the funnel visualisation view. This will help you track
activity at the top of your conversion funnel and
which channels drive those actions.

Are the events set up
appropriately?
Google Analytics Standard limits you to 20 goals
per view, it is therefore important to ensure goals
are used appropriately and not unnecessarily. Goal
slots cannot be removed and re-created, however
old goals can be repurposed and reconfigured whilst
retaining old data.
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Are all goals firing as
expected, including with
correct values?
Goals are easily misconfigured, this can cause
them to artificially inflate or not track at all. It’s
important to ensure the goals are only firing when
they are expected to and another action or page
view isn’t causing an unexpected conversion.

Ecommerce websites should use ecommerce
tracking or even better, enhanced ecommerce, to
track purchases and revenue. Using goals for this
purpose would not be recommended.
Similarly, goals based on pageviews where the
pageview criteria doesn’t specifically target
a “thankyou” page would also usually be
inappropriate.
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Google Tag Manager setup
Centralising your tag management makes perfect
business sense, and doing this properly and efficiently
for easy management into the future is key for
getting the most out of the platform, removing the IT
requirement, without causing data errors.
Is your Google Analytics
Page View sent via Tag
Manager, with all settings
intact?
The most popular use for Google Tag Manager is GA
pageview tracking and the user interface makes it
easy to enable or disable features.

Are your Google Analytics
settings stored centrally in
a variable?
To limit reporting discrepancies, your Google
Analytics settings should be consistently defined
across pages and across hit types. This can be via
your website code, or via a variable within Google
Tag Manager.
If you have the Google Analytics base pageview
code on your website, but then events firing
via Google Tag Manager, you run the risk of
discrepancies in your reporting, as subsequent hits
may not include the same configuration.
In addition, keeping one centralised definition
location makes better sense for future updates.
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Is Google Tag Manager
using enhanced ecommerce
events or the data layer?
Ecommerce and enhanced ecommerce data can be
tracked to Google Analytics using data layer push
events. Various actions such as ‘Add to basket’,
‘Remove from basket’ and purchases and even
refunds can all be tracked if the correct event data
layer structure is implemented.

Are the following included;
Bing, Facebook, call
tracking, Conversion Linker?
Google Tag Manager has a huge range of built-in
and community tags that streamline the process of
adding tracking. It is recommended that any hard
coded tags are migrated to Tag Manager to take full
advantage of the tool.
Centralised tag management means you can share
trigger criteria across multiple tags, ensuring
reporting consistency across platforms.
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Google Analytics
data quality
There can be a huge number of reasons that a web
analytics setup can produce inaccurate data. Tag delays,
inconsistent tagging, missing links and incomplete
settings are just a few areas we’ll investigate.
Without complete trust in the quality of your data
then decision making is ineffective.

Is any data being double
counted?
Use Google Tag Assistant to monitor the events and
page view hits being sent to GA. This will easily help
you identify if there are any duplicates.

Is there a discrepancy
between ad clicks and
sessions?
If so, you may have a “click-to-land” or CTL
problem.
When a paid link is clicked, the link will have some
form of decorated URL used to track the ad click.
Depending on the platform, this will either be
UTM tracking or some other parameter such as a
GCLID (Google Click ID) or MSCLID (Microsoft Click
ID). If you have a discrepancy between clicks and
sessions, ensure that these parameters are present
when an ad is clicked and critically, that they are
maintained after any redirects.
Typical causes for CTL issues stem from server
redirects, typically these are forcing or removal
of the trailing slash (and query parameters),
lowercasing URLs (and stripping URL parameters),
mass-redirections from site migrations or 1-2-1
redirects from the removal of specific pages over
time.
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Check feedback from
Google Tag Assistant, is
everything firing correctly?
Google Tag Assistant is useful for checking which
Google tags are present and firing.
Tag Assistant also highlights any issues such as
non-standard implementations and hit double firing.
Running a Tag Manager recording can help identify
issues with specific pages and alert you to tag firing
delays.
Please note, Tag Assistant can sometimes struggle
with Single Page Application (SPA) websites. If this
is occurring, we recommend also using the Adswerve
Datalayer Inspector Google Chrome extension.
This extension will log pageviews and events to the
console which is a very powerful debugging tool.

Do other sites have the GA
code installed?
It is important to check which domains are being
tracked inside your Google Analytics property. Your
Google Analytics UA-ID could be used on another
website you are not aware of. This can be checked
by adding a secondary dimension called ‘hostname’
to any report.
If it is apparent that unknown domains are tracking
hits to your GA property, you can set up filters to
combat them.
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Are there any traffic
mediums with unusual
traffic levels?
Levels that are considered unusual can vary greatly
depending on the business sector and what
marketing channels are used. Generally speaking,
high levels of direct traffic are considered unusual
and could suggest there are attribution issues.

Is there any (not set) data
within your data View?

Are URL query parameters
handled appropriately?
Google Analytics tracks URLs exactly as they
appear, this means that any variation of the
same URL such as an uppercase character or the
addition of URL parameters will result in the page
appearing as a unique page. The screenshot below
demonstrates how the same page can effectively
be reported as countless other unique pages which
makes it difficult to understand the true amount
of traffic to that page. This can be counteracted
by adding view-level filters that remove parameter
strings and force all characters to lowercase.

“(not set)” data can appear in various places
throughout GA and can sometimes be no cause
for concern, however certain areas may suggest
there are issues with your setup. If you see (not set)
inside of Acquisition > Google Ads, it means that GA
is receiving traffic from a Google Ads account that
is not linked to your reporting view.

Are payment and form
gateway URLs excluded?
When a customer is temporarily taken off-site
to process a payment, their return can often
be tracked as a referral. This will attribute the
conversion to the wrong channel and skew your
reporting. This can be prevented by adding the
referring domain to the referral exclusion list.

Is personally identifiable
information present?
Personally identifiable information or PII is often
used in URL parameters to auto-populate fields
and streamline form filling, however, it’s against
Google’s terms of service for this data to be
processed or stored on its servers.
As this could risk your account being deleted, it’s
important to redact the PII before it is even sent as
a hit to Google’s servers. A great solution for this is
documented in a blog post by Simo Ahava and uses
the customTask feature in GTM.
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Is the bounce rate
acceptable?
Bounce rate is the number of users who leave a web
page without interacting with it or navigating to
another page.
Misconfigured tracking can cause this number to
be artificially low, by sending multiple page view
tags or using misconfigured non-interaction event
tags. Events are set to ‘interaction’ events by
default, such as clicking a button or completing a
form. Events are sometimes used to provide Google
Analytics with additional information after a page
has loaded, without any user interaction -- these
events can be configured as such and when fired
they will not artificially deflate the bounce rate.
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Are UTM URL tracking
parameters being used
properly?
UTM URL tagging inbound links is essential in
ensuring your traffic is attributed correctly. If UTM
tags are missing or inconsistent, traffic can find
its way into the ‘Other’ channel grouping or worse,
the ‘Direct’ channel. Ensure that all links that are
not automatically UTM tagged are manually tagged
using a UTM tagging tool.
Website sessions which start from a variety of
sources do not by default get given a campaign
source or medium in Google Analytics. Prime
offenders of this are; emails, social media apps and
links within other apps.

Are 404s being tracked
correctly?
Error pages should always return a 404 status code
and not reside on their own URL e.g. /404/. All 404s
should also have the same title e.g ‘Page Not Found’
or a similar title that can be used to identify them
in Google Analytics. You can then find these 404
pages by using the content report and filtering by
page title.

Is sub-domain and crossdomain tracking setup
correctly?
Cross-domain and sub-domain tracking is often
implemented incorrectly, and the impact is usually
referral traffic between properties you own. As well
as artificially inflating your session count, this also
strips the marketing referrers from your traffic,
making attribution more difficult. Look out for these
traffic issues within your Acquisition > All Traffic >
Referrals reports.

Are auto-linked domains
configured correctly and
is autoLinker enabled for
cross-domain tracking?
When setting up cross-domain tracking via Google
Tag Manager, there are two key steps.
The first step is to ensure the list of domains you
want to cross-track are listed in the ‘Auto Link
Domains’ setting in your Google Analytics setting
variable.
The second step is to set the ‘allowLinker’ field to
‘true’ which is also added in your Google Analytics
settings variable or via the equivalent code
command for your tracking script.

Is international
reporting being handled
appropriately?
Website internationalisation can be implemented in
numerous ways with some methods being harder to
report on than others. If your website uses directory
folder URLs such as example.com/uk/ these can
be easily split into their corresponding views or
segments. Sub-domain reporting can be included
in reports either by the hostname dimension, or
by filtering in the hostname into the page path
dimension, which is a popular industry standard.
Challenges in reporting arise when the website
locale changes with no obvious sign in the URL
structure. If this is the case, we recommend
passing a custom dimension with every page view
that tracks the current language of that page.
This will make segmenting traffic by language much
easier.
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Is the cookieDomin field set
correctly for sub-domain
tracking?
Sub-domain tracking should already be enabled
by default, however it’s worth checking that the
‘cookieDomain’ field is set to ‘auto’ in your Google
Analytics setting variable. This will ensure all subdomains of your root domain are tracked correctly
without issue.

Is there a filter in the URL/
hostname that accepts all
valid domain names?
To avoid any spam traffic finding its way into
Google Analytics, we recommend whitelisting all
valid domain names via your view filters, with the
exclusion of your raw data view.

Are the cross-domain or
sub-domin URLs included in
the referral exclusion list?
Once cross-domain or sub-domain tracking is set
up correctly via Google Tag Manager, it’s important
to ensure that each domain is added to the referral
exclusion list in the property settings. This list uses
CONTAINS matching so entering ‘example.com’ will
cover all sub-domains.
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Ecommerce
Setting up ecommerce tracking can be tricky, especially
for websites built on bespoke platforms.
Whilst Google Analytics ecommerce and enhanced
ecommerce tracking is often built into more
common and modern platforms, it’s important to
check the data is accurate.

Check for referral spam
and accidental referrals via
gateways.
It’s common for payment gateways to direct
customers away from your website temporarily
to process card details. If this is the case, ensure
that the payment gateway domain is added to your
referral exclusion list or the revenue generated will
be attributed to that domain as a referral.

Are ecommerce conversions
and transactions being
tracked?
Most popular ecommerce platforms have built-in
functionality to track transactions. So long as your
property ID is added and Google Analytics tracking
enabled, you should see transaction data. Websites
that are more bespoke or use custom platforms
may require additional development.
Ecommerce tracking also needs enabled within your
Google Analytics view to start collecting data.
If ecommerce tracking is missing on an ecommerce
website then it is best to start a dialog with your
developer. For additional support you may need the
support of an analytics specialist.

Are values being tracked
correctly?
Cross referencing your order data inside of
Google Analytics with the data in your internal
systems will help you to identify any problems or
data inaccuracies. Consider ecommerce reports
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(excluding return rates), or your ecommerce CRM to
understand whether the reported data is matching
the corresponding financial reporting.
If the totals are not matching, then it’s likely that
the channel performance is being incorrectly
weighted and therefore your performance
marketing teams may be making decisions with
incomplete or incorrect data.

Is enhanced ecommerce
in use, and is the data
complete?
Enhanced ecommerce provides greater insight
into the shopping habits of your users. Additional
actions can be tracked such as ‘add to cart’,
‘remove from cart’, and more. You can also track
the various steps of your checkout process
to identify drop-off and potential areas for
improvement.
Read the next section in this document if enhanced
ecommerce could apply to you.

Is the currency code setup
correct?
Each Google Analytics view can only work in a single
currency. It is important to check the currency
setting for the view, matches the currency being
sent from your website. If these do not match,
Google Analytics will convert the currency for the
hit based on the exchange rate of the day.
When dealing in multiple currencies it’s important to
recognise the accuracy impact this will have when
compared with actual financial data. Consider viewlevel reporting for each currency if this is required,
with a roll-up view in your main currency for
centralised reporting and marketing optimisations.
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Enhanced ecommerce
If enhanced ecommerce is within reach, then there are
additional dimensions of product information you can
garner from within Google Analytics standard edition.
This is particularly important on larger ecommerce
websites where product information is visible across
multiple URLs and user journeys, or where your multistep checkout journey is losing sales.

Are product behaviour
reports populated and
accurate?
Product behaviour reports show insights such as
basket-to-detail and buy-to-detail rates which can
help identify which product pages are performing
well and which ones may need attention. If these
metrics are zero across the board or very high
compared to your overall conversion rate, there may
be a problem with the tracking.
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Are checkout behaviour
reports populated and
accurate?
The checkout behaviour report allows you to
view the various steps in your checkout process
in a waterfall graph format. As most checkout
processes vary in some way, the feature does
require some initial setup. Once you have each step
tracking, your waterfall graph should resemble
exactly that, a waterfall, if the graph has a step
which is reporting a lower figure than the next,
it is likely there is a problem with the tracking
configuration.
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Is coupon tracking set up
and working correctly?
Coupon tracking in Google Analytics allows you
to see which coupons have been redeemed and
on which orders. You can also see the total that
has been saved with each coupon and effectively
measure promotion performance. Cross referencing
the values with your internal systems will help
identify any issues with this feature.

Is affiliation tracking set up
and working correctly?
From a Google Analytics perspective, affiliate
tracking should be UTM tagged accordingly to
ensure it is attributed to the correct channel
grouping. The process for checking the accuracy
of values being tracked will vary between
affiliate networks and platforms so it is always
recommended to have a well structured dataLayer
setup and utilise the same variables within Tag
Manager.
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Are you measuring internal
promotions correctly?
A very common error we often see is the use of UTM
URL parameters used on the reporting website. This
should never be the case, as the true marketing
referral source will be stripped from the session if a
tagged link is clicked.
The enhanced ecommerce plug-in includes support
for measuring impressions and clicks of internal
promotions, such as banners displayed to promote
a sale on another section of a website. Like product
impressions, banner promotion impressions are best
tracked when the page loads to minimise additional
supplementary hits being sent to Google Analytics.
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Channel and Google Ads
configuration
By default, Google Analytics comes out of the box with a
“standard” configuration, however it’s likely this won’t
fully represent every piece of marketing work you are
undertaking.
This is particularly true when it comes to channel
groupings and multi-channel attribution. Without
these settings configured for your business,
assessing the value of channels on overall trading
performance will be difficult.
Similarly, without correct property linkages with
other Google products, unattributed traffic can
leak into reporting views and at worse, misattribute
revenue to incorrect channels.

Is an appropriate Custom
Channel Grouping
configured and used?
We always recommend modifying the default
channel grouping that comes baked-in to Google
Analytics Standard. Whilst your particular
configuration needs to be bespoke to your
requirements, we always recommend the following:
•

Split “Social” into “Organic Social” and “Paid
Social” by tagging all of your typical source and
medium combinations appropriately

•

Split “Organic Search” into “Brand” and “NonBrand” by setting your brand terms in the brand
settings and following the suggestions

•

Extract “Remarketing” traffic from “Display”.
Additional UTM parameters need to be added
to all remarketing ads, for example this can be
done via Ads URL templates including hints such
as utm_content=remarketing.
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Is Paid Social and Organic
Social separated by
common medium values?
To ensure Paid Social traffic can be easily
separated from Organic Social, it is important to
ensure the UTM tags have been correctly set and
are consistent. A common campaign “medium” tag
used for all paid traffic is ‘cpc’.
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Is there clear parity
between teams and
agencies on naming
conventions?
To ensure Paid Social traffic can be easily
separated from Organic Social, it is important to
ensure the UTM tags have been correctly set and
are consistent. A common campaign “medium” tag
used for all paid traffic is ‘cpc’.
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Are brand terms inserted
into main views, and are
branded Channel Groups
set up?
As mentioned in an earlier section, setting your
brand terms in your view settings will enable you
to set up brand and non-brand channel groupings.
If you use Multi-Channel Funnels, you will also need
to modify your Custom MCF Channel Grouping to
contain Branded and Non-branded Search.
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Google Analytics advanced
Beyond a best-practise setup, there’s also plenty of
additional advanced features that typical users do not
need.
If your reporting is Google Analytics-heavy then
with a little more setup time, you can segment your
data on more dimensions and even import your cost
data from other marketing channels to properly
calculate your marketing return on investment.

Is cost data import
configured?
If you drive paid traffic to your website using a
non-Google service, you can import the cost data
directly into Google Analytics to compare channel
data such as CPC and ROAS alongside one another.
This is done by uploading a CSV spreadsheet
containing the Date, Campaign Name, Keyword,
Impressions, Clicks and Spend; automated tools and
connectors like Supermetrics can also achieve this
for you.
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Check user reports for
campaign source/medium
consistency through
sessions.
A good way to check for tracking issues is to view
the ‘User Explorer’ report. This gives you a by-theminute breakdown of what pages a user visited and
where their session came from. If a user appears to
be randomly changing channels within the 30 minute
session expiry window, it almost definitely points to
a tracking problem.
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Check JavaScript websites
persist ‘Document Location’
GA parameter across hits.
Websites that use a JavaScript Single Page
Application (SPA) frontend create a challenge
for Google Analytics tracking, especially when
Google Tag Manager is used. When you first create
a Google Analytics tracker object in your session
(e.g. Analytics loads on your website), the URL of
the page including any parameters is stored in
the ‘Document Location’ field. This is then used
to attribute all page views of that session to the
correct channel as it may contain UTM parameters
of paid search click IDs.
This works fine for SPAs that use on-page
implementations of Google Analytics as the same
tracker object is used each time a page is loaded
and the ‘Document Location’ value is persistent.
However, with Tag Manager implementations, a new
tracker object is created each time a Universal
Analytics tag is fired and subsequently, the
‘Document Location’ field is updated.
Whilst the effects of this may not be immediately
obvious, the problem manifests itself in breaking
users sessions midway through and misinterpreting
their subsequent page views as new sessions from
Google Organic.
The best approach to fix this currently is a manually
coded solution which can be found here along with a
further detailed explanation of the problem.

Are custom dimensions or
metrics set up and being
used?
Custom dimensions and custom metrics are a
powerful feature which allows you to incorporate
bespoke data into your Google Analytics reports.
This custom data can be sent to Google Analytics
at any one of the 4 scope levels; Hit, Session, User
and Product.
Examples (Dimensions)
•

Customer or unique session ID (This can be used
in conjunction with User-ID feature for crossdevice tracking)
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•

Product dimensions such as cost, colour etc.

•

Logged-in or out session flags

•

Website language selected

Examples (Metrics)
These can be integers, money or time. Unlike
Custom Dimensions, Custom Metrics can be
aggregated and averaged across a dimension set.
•

Product price discount measured against RRP

•

Time between actions

•

Product SKU cost

•

Customer CRM rating

Standard Google Analytics properties can handle
20 custom dimensions and 20 custom metrics.
Analytics 360 can handle 200.

Is content grouping enabled
and used?
Content grouping allows you to organise your
content into a structure that mirrors the actual
or logical layout of your website. This allows you
to view aggregated data by group name without
manually filtering the pages you want to report on.
A key example use case for Content Grouping is the
split for Men’s and Women’s on a clothing website,
or for a non-ecommerce website this could be blog
categories.

Is the User-ID being used
successfully?
Google Analytics has an optional feature to track a
persistent user ID which can be used to tie together
multiple sessions across multiple devices. This gives
you more accurate user data and provides you with
additional user reports. This ID is often a customer
ID which is passed to Google Analytics when a user
logs in or registers for an account. Without this
initial login identification, this feature would not
work effectively.
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Are demographics and
interests reports enabled?
The demographics and interest reports are not
enabled by default and will need an update to your
privacy policy before they can be used as this
permits Google to process personal information on
your behalf as an advertiser. Once these reports
are enabled, your analytics property will begin
collecting additional data such as Age, Gender and
Interest which can be pulled into various reports to
better understand your traffic.

Tracking offline conversions
from your CRM
For lead generation websites, it is often the case
that all new enquires need to be qualified. Whilst it
is important to track these initial enquiries, there is
no signal of lead quality at this stage. This is where
offline conversion tracking can help.
There are various ways to implement offline
tracking, some easier to implement than others.
Here are a few examples of the most common ways
to implement offline tracking.

Importing qualified leads into Google Ads
Before you start with any offline Google Ads
tracking, the first step is to ensure your contact
forms are capturing the Google Click ID (GCLID). A
full guide to doing this can be found in Google Ads
help.
You can then periodically export qualified leads who
have a GCLID value and import them into Google
Ads from within the conversion actions section.
For an automated version of this, some CRMs offer
webhooks which can be used in conjunction with a
Google Scripts or Zapier account to send qualified
leads straight to Google Ads.
If you use SalesForce, the automated import of
leads is built into Google Ads.
Importing qualified leads into Google Analytics
If you would like to track multi-channel offline
conversions, you can use a similar approach to
above but for Google Analytics. This time, instead
of capturing the GCLID, you collect the clientId
which is set as a cookie value when a user visits
your website for the first time.
As there is no way to manually import conversions
into Google Analytics, you will need to either code
a custom solution that uses the Google Analytics
Measurement Protocol, or use an off-the-shelf
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Account governance
and alerts
Your requirements for governance will vary depending
on your team size and needs, however we’d always
recommend ensuring you’re aware of who has edit
permissions and who gets alerted for sudden data
changes.
If your reporting is Google Analytics-heavy then
with a little more setup time, you can segment your
data on more dimensions and even import your cost
data from other marketing channels to properly
calculate your marketing return on investment.

Do you have appropriate
Google Analytics alerts
configured for sudden
changes?
With lots of moving parts in digital marketing and
measurement you’ll want to ensure that you have
reactive alerts configured to notify you of changes
to your reporting data. This allows you to spot
potential issues and successes and act on them in
the moment if they require action.
Specific alerts you may want to consider include:
•

No data: should your tracking code be removed
or broken, get an immediate alert when either
hourly or daily traffic drops to 0.

•

Changes in KPIs: alert yourself to changes
above or below 20% of the previous week’s
figures. Set alerts for metrics such as sessions,
conversions, bounce rate.

•

Changes in channel performance: ensure you
have alerts in place to monitor changes in
traffic contribution from key channels, such as
organic and referral.
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Do only appropriate users
have appropriate user
access levels to your tools?
A simple but important governance aspect to check
is to monitor who has account access. Ensure that
all employees and agency practitioners are signed
in with their full company account.
Standalone (non-corporate) Google Mail accounts
will remain added to Google Analytics accounts until
they are removed, whereas corporate accounts will
be removed when the accounts are closed down.
Account permissions can be set at two levels, the
overall Account, and then on each View. Ensure your
users have only an appropriate amount of access to
the top level Account, and depending on their role,
a limited amount of access on each View, too. The
basic access level is “Read & Analyse”.
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Tools to use for your audit
Key tools

Google Tag Assistant

Adswerve dataLayer Inspector+

Facebook Pixel Helper

Snapchat Pixel Helper

UET Tag Helper (Bing Ads)

Other useful tools

Link Redirect Trace
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BuiltWith Technology Profiler
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If you would like to discuss the
trends in this report, then feel free
to contact us directly.
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